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Introduction
In the call that Ireceive, there is something that is demanded from me. The situationally embodied call precedes everymoral or legal claim;the question of whether or not aclaim is legitimate presupposes that it has already been received as acall. Here we reach the region on the hither side of good and evil, rightand wrong (Waldenfels:2011, 37) This booki ntroduces ac oncrete urban space in the centreofOslo, Norway, characterised by visible marginality. The specific topic relates to the conceptualisation of calling 1 and its spatial reconfiguration. In the following Id iscuss the relationships between space, calling,a nd observer.S patial analysis is the driving forcebehindthisreconfiguration of the calling throughthe discussion of material collectedfrom fieldwork based on ap henomenological methodologyr ootedp artly in spatial theory, and reading this material with contributionsf rom spatial theoryt hat is partly influenced by phenomenology. Thisd irection developed over the course of working on this study and led to some surprisingdiscoveries discussed further below.
Jernbanetorget, the square outside OsloC entral Station, is the material space in question, though with asomewhat loose and expandedframework. 2 This area is characterised by greatsocial diversity:Itisaplace of travelling and commuting as well as adrugscene that has existed alongside the travellers for more than adecade. It is one of those places where people from all walks of life pass through; people whose vulnerabilitya nd marginalitya re highly visible next to people whoa re the verye mbodiments of health, with their skis strapped to their backpacks, next to businessmen in their crisp designer suits. All of them encounter each other in asmall geographical area,inaspacethat holds information on arangeofdifferentmatters. Iwanttoaddress the issue of calling from inside this particular space.
My discussion follows the works of the Swedish theologian Gustaf Wingren 3 1A naccounto ft his concept, in opposition and relation to vocation,isgiven in the chapter The Calling. 2T he geographical space will be accounted for in the chapter An Illustration of Space. 3W ingren did his main work on Luther in his dissertation Luthers lära om kallelsen (1942) , published as Luthero nV ocation (1957) in English, and Luthers Lehre vomB eruf (1952 in German) . In this text, Iuse his laterwork Credo.Den kristna tros-och livs sk dningen (Credo.The on the concept of calling, emphasising the callingascoming from the other. To be more specific, Wingren's position is that the callingc omes from Godthrought he other-asserting that ourf ocus be on ourn eighbourh ere on Earth, for his or her sake, rather than on Heaven, for our ownsakeorthe sake of God. Someinterpret callingascoming from within an individual, likea n urge to choose aprofession or action. I, however,interpret the notion of calling as something coming from without-the exterior -anotherimportantpremise of this project. In this understanding,c allinga ctively comes from others around us, regardless of ourown professions and beliefs and those of the other, and everyp erson has ar esponsibilityt or espond to the callingo fo thers. Following Wingren's interpretation of Luther,n on-Christians are called as well -inhis interpretations theyare ultimately also called by God(Wingren: 1995 [1974 ).According to Wingren, everyone has this responsibility, and the only motivation should be to ourfellowhuman being -that he or she appears to us and we takeaction beforeweeven consider where the callingcomes from. This line of thoughtisdeveloped throughpractical experience, combined with aneedtograsp the social world. Ye arsofprofessional experience working with substance users, the last four on the streets of Oslo,provided me with the initial ideas on this project. Although it is an interdisciplinaryproject, it is part of the rather new discipline, the science of diaconia, 4 as well as systematic theology. Furthermore, the concept of calling is developed particularlywithin the context of Scandinavian creation theology( cf. Gregersen/Uggla/Wyller: 2017). The main lines of thoughtofthis tradition are that the world outside the churches is not understood as "God-less. The world is God-given andimbued with ad ivine presence" (Gregersen/Uggla/Wyller:2 017, 15). Furthermore, that to be "called from the silentneeds of the other,and the wayGod reaches outt oa ll people behind the mask of the other human persons, are to be considered as two dimensions of oneand the same reality" (Gregersen/Uggla/ Wyller:2 017, 16). Such views provide otherp erspectives to diaconia than those that place greater emphasis on diaconia as something fundamentally clerical. Theimplications of these perspectivesinthis presentdiscussion are further elaborated and related to Scandinavian creation theologyi nt he chapter The ScienceofDiaconia.
Id iscuss calling( as it is interpreted here) from ap ublic space, through spatial theory: What is it and howm ay it be discussed spatially from this ChristianPerceptionofFaith and Life). These are the recapitulations of the olderWingrenonhis work, and Ifind it relevant to use them in this context. 4A sdiaconiatraditionally has been a practice foundedinchurch and theology, and the studyof diaconia is relatedtosuch practice, the term scienceofdiaconia elucidates howt his discipline relatestothe theologyand philosophywherethis practice is founded. It is an established term in the German Diakoniewissenshaft,orNorwegian diakonivitenskap,and is used in English in for instance thejournal Diaconia -Journal for the Study of Christian Social Practice (Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht) . Idiscuss the terminologyand contentofthis disciplineinthe chapter The Scienceof Diaconia.
space?Isitsomething detectable amongpeople?The goal is to challenge and contribute to traditional and contemporaryn otions of callingand vocation. The discussion centres around the question of whati mplications spatial analysis andexperiences of everyday life in amarginalised microspacehavefor reinterpreting and construing the concept of calling. Althoughthis question is relatively clear,the concepts used to approach it are not necessarily so,nor are they particularlyobvious. In order to arrive at the pointwhere the materialcan be discussed, Ipursue two lines of thought. One concernst he concept of callinga nd spatial theorya nd the relationship between them; the other that the ways of discovering the calling within a spatial framework leads to certainm ethodological reflections entailing a perspective that, to alargedegree, relates justasmuch to the researcher as to the methods employed.
The concept of callingserves as starting point. The projectrevisits calling in the tradition of Luther and that found in Wingren's conceptualisation in the mid-20 th century. This conceptualisation is highlighted here and is furthermore enriched and developed with more contemporaryc ontributions (cf. Wyller:2004; 2006; 2008; 2014; Martinsen:2012; 2014 [2000 Nahnfeldt:2006; 2016) . These, however,s ometimes seem to be of am ore principalt han applicable nature, and they lack input from theoretically grounded research experience emerging from the marginal public spaces, especially wheret he framework is unclear and encounters are unplanned or unorganised. How much sense do these concepts of calling makei naseemingly chaotics pace characterised by visible marginality? Ia mi nterested in the commonc alling that takes place in oureverydaylives and spaces-as well as howthis common callingenriches the discussion of founding social and diaconal practice.
When we discuss the concept of calling, it mayb ef ruitful to use spatial concepts in order to search for,find, and understand such calling, something that has not been done before with public space as the starting point. In this context, Iamconcerned less with the geographical spaces we exist in and more with spacesasthey formour lives. Thiswill become clear in the chapters on methodologyand theory. Althoughspatial concepts affectthe methodology, they first and foremost formthe theoretical foundation.
One theoretical premise is found in Michel Foucault's concept of heterotopia (Foucault:1 984). In the public realm, somes paces, through their very differences, direct criticism toward society, threatening the general discourse and challengingthe ethical discourse. These are heterotopic spaces. Being in these other spacesisanexpressionofthe power of the realm of the majority. Ye tt hey too, hold ac ertainp ower.T he heterotopiasd isturb us because they are out of place. When confronted by them,w ea re surprised, even jolted outofour rhythms:Wenotice the discrepancies around us. Society claimsthe public spaceinquestion -the area around Oslocentral station -asa space for commuters, travellers,s hoppers, for valuable and contributing citizens,and for welcome guests. However,all these otherindividuals also use the space,but differently,doing other things than what the space was intended for.Theyare "out of place" in this space.Inother words, thisspace is one that continuously challenges the general discourse, both with regard to this specific space as well as with regard to societyatlarge. The constantconfrontation with the different other makes it heterotopic in my interpretation.The concept of heterotopia is the contextual premise for the discussion at hand, as I understand this empirical space to have heterotopic qualities. How can the heterotopic provide valuable perspectives on calling?
The otherspatial premise Iuse, for reading and discussing the material, is that of HenriLefebvre's production of space. Part of his elaborate work on this topic is his three-levelled mode of analysis,w here spacesa re analysed and understood as spatial practice, representations of space,and representational space. These analytical levels relate to hows pacesa re seen and interpreted from differentp erspectives, such as howt hey are perceived, howt hey are conceived, and howtheyare lived. When spaces are analysed by this levelling, new details and perspectives are uncovered. My assertion is that even small social spaces mayb ei nterpreted throught his mode of analysis, making a seeminglys imple social encounter liket hat between police officer and a substance user acomplex space wherethe relationships are not necessarily as they mayseem. This adds to the surprise in the disorder of heterotopia. The question is whether and howthe details uncovered in these social spacesrelate to the calling.
Id iscuss the callingb ased on am aterial context, an Osloc ityscape. I obtained this material by participanto bservation, developing it using phenomenology and rhythmanalysis.
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These perspectivesd emand av isible and presentresearcher-subject, as will become clear throughout the book. In this context, the material is unorganised public space, as opposed to spaces organised specifically for marginalised groups. The methodological concepts enable an ew approach to thiss pace, and they makei tp ossible to uncover details that are not necessarily obvious. These details in turnmay contribute to new perspectives being brought into the discussion. My starting pointisthat a myriad of things occur in anypublic space at all times, and as observer Ihave access only to parts of this, depending on my position with regardtothe space. My interest liesi no bserving encounters between groups and people, so my assumption is that Ih avet oe nter into the spacesw here they occur.A nd because Id on ot ask the people about these encounters, observing them enables me only to describe whatIsaw. Ia ssume that, by experiencing the spaces and the encounters with my body and senses,o ther details and new informationm ay be discovered and developed. Perspectivesf rom rhythma5Amode of observation and analysis used by HenriLefebvre. The starting pointisthatthe world and the human body consist of multiple rhythms. In order to understand the world outside, rhythmanalysts use their ownb odies and their rhythms to makes ense of it (Lefebvre:2 013 [1992] ).This will be accounted for throughout the book.
nalysis and methodss temming from phenomenology, sucha ss ocial phenomenological approach (Wyller/Heimbrock: 2010) and lived observation (Løkken:2 009;2 012), let me immerse myself into the spaces, developing narratives from the field, where my embodied and sensorye xperiences become partofthe material. These narratives are referred to as "tales," based on John Va nMaanen's notions of impressionist tales (Van Maanen:2011) . The impressionist concept in this context referstoboth howthe tales came to be, and the speedo ft he field. In other words, the concept lets the researcher metaphorically paint detailed pictures of events that happened within mere seconds. Anye mpirical research entails considerations of research ethics. This projectinvolves observation, and in the chapter Ethical Considerations Igive an accountofthe specific challenges and considerations with regard to ethical challenges.
In the methodological contemplations, oneimportantpremise comes from researchers whoh avew orkedt horoughly with possiblem eans of applying phenomenologyasamethod of empirical research. The researchersIrefer to developtheir theories based on central phenomenologists, such as MerleauPontya nd Husserl,o rf or more specifically empirical or practical use,l ike Hans-Günter Heimbrock and Tr ygve Wyller in professional ethics (cf. Wyller/ Heimbrock:2010), Kari Martinsen in nursing (Martinsen:2014 (Martinsen: [2000 2012; 2005) , and Gunvor Løkken in toddler research (Løkken:2 009). Ie mphasise sensorye xperiences in the empirical worka sw ell as in the analysis and discussion, so these phenomenological influences become apparent. Because the discussion on callingisalso atheological one, the Danish theologian and philosopherKnud E. Løgstrup's phenomenological contributions playarole (Løgstrup: 1997; Christoffersen:2 007). Hist houghts runp arallel to the contributionso fb oth Martinsen and Wingren. In other words, phenomenologyismore than mereinspiration:Itplays avitalrole.
This projectu ltimately poses ac hallenge to the science of diaconia, specifically concerning its motivations andconditions. What is scientifically interesting for the science of diaconia is that this projectgoesdirectly to the marginalised lives and spaces that traditionally have been caredfor by many, including the church, buta pproaches them without referencet ot hese caretakers. The specific practices of diaconia do not makeupthe topic, rather the circumstances and the everydayaspects of these lives and spaces, and what can be learned throught hem. Howt he findings of the projectr elate to the science of diaconia is discussed toward the end.
This discussion will showthat, in order to pointtoand write about calling, particularly in apublic space, onehas to be affected by others:the caller and the called. This entails starting from the perspective of this space.The roles and positions of people and groups maynot be as set as onemay think in an unpredictable and unclear public space -itmay not be obvious, and basically depends on approach and perspective
Clarifications
The geographical area of the fieldwork is populated by several marginalised groups, andinthis context 'people suffering from addiction' 6 playamajor role. This is obviously averyheterogeneous group, and Idonot attempt to provide definitions here. The people whocatch my attention are groups that spend alot of time in the streets, people whopossess certain exterior characteristics Iam aware, throughm yp rofessional experience, of indicating addiction and participation in activities related to the buying and selling of illegal substances. Iwalk afine line attributing such qualities to people, and in that manner drawing up certain dichotomies that ultimately put me in danger of appearing to makes omeone inferior.T his is not my intention, and Im ust emphasise that the bookisnot about these people, or indeed about anyothers, in particular.Rather,itisabout people as such -bodies,really -encountered in public spaces. Street people, 7 and those people struggling with addiction among them,h avel ongb een the subjects (and objects) of care work and diaconia, and thisarea has ahistoryofbeing aplace for their gathering.This precipitatest he clusteringo fo rganisations aiding them. It is ac hallenge to pointt oagroupo fp eople whoh avea lready been placed into so many categories, most with negativeconnotations, while attempting to not fall into the same trap.' Name-calling' fares poorly when onei sa iming to avoid categorising 'us and them.' All namesdefine and thus limit howaperson is perceived. There are plenty of discussions within social care as to what to call people who, forinstance, use social services -"clients," "guests," "addicts"? When Idiscuss people in public spaces, theyare not really anything other than just people, bodies. At least untilwehavemore information.Bodies are given certainproperties by visible exterior traits, such as clothing.Whenobserving strangers, we identify them from such exterior traits, for example, substance users and police officers.
In the confrontation with another body, there is an embodied reaction to this body, even before oneb egins to think aboutw ho this person is (Martinsen:2014 (Martinsen: [2000 ,19-23). Some theorists (cf. Wa ldenfels:2007; 2011; Martinsen:2014 Martinsen: [2000 ;Wyller/Heimbrock:2010) call this embodied reaction prereflexivity,meaning something that occurs before consciousconsideration, and it is crucial to thisdiscussion. These contributors moved the prereflexive motiveintothe ethical discourse, because their standpointisthat being in the world is in itself ethically and morallys ignificant. Ie ndorse this position. I 6T he term is placed in quotes to emphasise the challengeswith labelling. For example, whodecides who' suffers' or 'struggles'? Id on ot go into that discussionh ere,n or into the definitions of addiction, whether fromillness or social problem, or both, etc. 7A term used for people whospend their daily life in the streets, having them as their main social arena, workplace, home, etc. Following Nafstad, these areas (and specific groups) offer identity, self-respect, competence,and knowledge as well as incomestrategies (Nafstad:2012).
assume that bodies are aware of and respond to other bodies, even when there is no suffering.Because my bodyand my senses are my primaryt ools in the field, more informationi sa vailable than the simple exterior traits. Thus, I must be aware of the bodies there, not just as persons belonging to the drug scene or to the police.Still, encounters mayoccur between people in the tales that mayplayout as they do for the simple reason that these people define each other basedoncertain traits and qualities. And because Idosee some people whodohold certain traits and qualities, atermisneeded. Iwill refer to people struggling with addiction, as 'substance users.' Sticking with the thematic of the body, there are groups in the tales that play the roleo fotherbodies. This notion implies that the vulnerable groups are ofteni dentifiedb yf eatures of their bodies, but in the callinga nd in the encounter,inthe prereflexive, it is not as obvious whothese vulnerable bodies are. The notion of otherbodyisclarified throughout the book.
Ap aramountn otion in this contexti st hat of being affected. This aspect plays an importantr ole in the tales as well as in their analysis and interpretation.Whatdoesbeing affected mean in relation to calling?Why is it importantwhat researcherssense with their bodies in the empirical spaces? Whati st he valueo ft his embodied experience?T he importantp remise in relation to being affectedisthe body. This has to do with the understanding of what "being affected" means. In Norwegian, the word for "being affected" is berørt,w hich literally means "touched." In my understanding, the English words "moved" or "touched" relate to emotions, while here Iw antt o emphasise that Iunderstand being moved or touched as a physical experience. Martinsen writes of the Good Samaritanthat he felt pain in the intestines, and what he felt is the most physical, embodied expression. It meansthat he saw something and was affected in his entire body. Thepainofthe other impacted him, without anydistance (Martinsen: 2014 (Martinsen: [2000 . When Iwrite about being affected, this is what Imean -seeing,sensing,physically feelingwith the entire body, consciously using it as tool. Thisisrootedinthe emphasis on the bodyand being bodies in acommon lifeworld -that is something common to us all regardless of ourreligiousposition. It also relates to the discussion on the universal as an ethical question (cf. Wyller/Heimbrock: 2010).
Throughout the bookIrefer to texts and books written in Scandinavian languages as well as German. Longer quotes of particular importance are reproduced in the original languageinafootnote. Otherwise, the translations in the text are mine and refer to the pages in the original works.
Structure
The phenomenological and spatial perspectives can be traced throughout the text. Thecombination of the concepts of space and calling, and furthermore the emphasis on the researcher-subject, maybeboth unusual and unexpected.
Thus, the task of bringing it all together comprehensively leads to the logics of the rationale of the composition. Initially,the two lines of thoughtintroduced abovea re kept separate -b yi ntroducing all the necessaryt ools neededt o bring them together in the analysis and discussion.
The structure is as follows:Nine chapters followt his Introduction,which prepares the reader for the context and the discussion at hand. Acouple of tales are introduced along the way, to serveasexamples and to familiarise the readerwith the fieldasnew concepts are introduced. There, the character '#' appears several times. This symbolises the starto fanew track on the recording device. This is partofthe 'everything' included,showing howmuch and howlittleIsawatany given time.
Directly following the Introduction, Chapter 1, The Calling,g ives an accountofthe concept of calling, outlining the Wingren perspective as well as the contemporaryc ontributions that comprise the main discussion. Chapter 2, Space andC alling,c onnects the callingt os patial theory. The chapter explains the so-called spatial turna nd hows ocietyi sc hallenged in public space. Averyshortoutline of the main spatial contributions is also given, the goal being to introduce some perspectivest hat are central to the understanding of the fieldb efore delvingi ntoi t. Chapter 3, Methodological Contemplations,contains the narrativeofthe fieldwork, including methodological considerations before and during the fieldwork, followed by methodological contemplations made afterwards that became central to the analysis. Chapter 4, An Illustration of Space,introduces the areas around the Oslo Central Station in detail, to aid the unfamiliar reader.This is essential also to the idea of spatial thinking.Ashorttale is presented afterthe geographical space where it took place is described, in order for the reader to have an impression of the seemingly chaoticl ife there and the framework and geographicalc ircumstances of this life. Thisc hapter also includes as hort historyo ft he open drug scene in urban Osloa nd the keyg eographical background thereof, which is crucial for understanding the space and consequently its geographya nd socialities. Before the field and its tales are analysed and discussed, Chapter 5, Theories on Space,g ives an elaborate accountfor the theoretical foundation. In the Lefebvrian reading that follows in Chapter 6, Jernbanetorget -R einterpreted?,t he empirical area and its differentl ifeworlds are analysed spatially.T hisc hapter elaborates on the shared spacesofthe bodies in the tales, the role of the researcher-subject, and whether signs of callingmanifest themselves in the tales and what theylook like. Chapter 7, Reinterpreting the Calling,d iscusses the concept of calling with the help of afew more tales, using details uncovered in the analysis and challenging concepts of callingintroduced earlier.Throughthis discussion the concept of callingiseventually reinterpreted, pointing to what it comes to be granted the premises of spatial analysis and emphasising the significance of a participating body. The prerequisitef or this interpretation of the calling is also ar eading of the field and its tales using Lefebvre.T he spatial reconfiguration of the callinghas implications for the science of diaconia that will be elaborated on in Chapter 8, The Scienceo fD iaconia. The chapter introduces the reader to the perspectivesofScandinavian creation theologyas premise for this particular understanding of diaconia. This is notaprovincial perspective but rather an understandingthat implies that the specific everyday life discussed here also belongs as af oundational space within this science. The aim is to pointt ot he implications the conclusions of this present discussion mayhavefor the science of diaconia. In the final chapter,Chapter 9, The Rhythmanalysis of Calling,Ihighlight the findings, before pointing to some implications and outlooks, concluding the discussion.
The Calling […] ,announces alearning through suffering,yet not alearning of suffering (Waldenfels:2011, 26 (myemphasis)).
Thep remise fort hisb ooki sa nu nderstanding of calling stemming from Scandinavianc reation theology( cf.G regersen/Uggla/Wyller:2 017; Wingren: 1995; Løgstrup: 2000,see also the subchapter Scandinavian Creation Theology), as aspecific understandingwhere "Our relationship with Godisnot something thatstartswhenweenter Church or apresumed religiousterritory,but always a realityg iven in and with life itself"( Gregersen/Uggla/Wyller:2 017, 23). I specificallyturntothe Swedish theologianG.Wingren's works on MartinLuther and his depictionofcallingasapointofdeparturefor this account.
Vo cation means that those whoare closest at hand, family and fellow-workers, are given by God: it is one's neighbour whom onei st ol ove. Therein vocationp oints towardaworld which is not the same for all people. The same course does not fit all circumstances. Each of the social factors arising throughthe vocational actions of differentpeople has its owncharacter;and the life of societyinthis waydevelops in rich variety. As for external relations on earth Luther personally certainly found pleasureinthe many.
[…] Each is to do his ownwork, without eyeing others or trying to copy them (Wingren: 2004, 172 ).
The following outline is based on Wingren and his reception of Luther's conception of calling, placing it in the world (as opposed to Heaven) (Wingren: 1995 (Wingren: [1974 2004) . This is the concept Iwanttodevelop.
Because the concept as it appears in this contextultimately builds on Luther, some initial references to languageare in place. This English text refers to texts in all the Scandinavian languages as well as Luther's Latin and German, so some languageclarifications are appropriate.
In Wingren's interpretations of Luther, vocātiō is placedi ne verydayl ife, where everyindividual is partofthe service of neighbourly love(cf. Nahnfeldt: 2016, 18 f)." Calling" in Germanr efers to vocātiō as Beruf,w hich literally translates "called to." In modernG erman, the word Beruf refers to one's profession, appointmenta sw ell as religiousc alling. English translations of Luther render vocātiō often as vocation,w hich means both being called to specific tasks or occupationsb yG od and "one's ordinaryo ccupation, business,o rp rofession." 1 However,i nE nglish, one can also use the word calling,which largely referstoadivine calling-or at least amoral impulse It is my understandingthat, when in English one speaks of calling,i ti su sually something beyond one's professiono rt rade.
In the Scandinavian languages, the words kall/kallelse are usually tied to religious motivations or amotivationfor aspecific professionorlife choices. Here,the words for trade or professions are not related to the religious term. I use "calling" to set it apartfrom professions and trades. In the following Igive an accountfor the perspectivesthat comprise my interpretation of the content of this term.
In her contemplations on the meaning of calling for nurses, KariMartinsen referstothe concept as it appears for manyi no pposition to professionality and the emancipation of women (Martinsen:2 014 [2000];N ahnfeldt: 2006; 2016) . Modernnursing developed in aspecifically religious and ecclesiastical context, with as pecific vow containing ac ommitmentt oG od;n ursing was thus seen as as pecifically religiousc alling (Malchau:1998, 37 8 7). Furthermore, she explainsthat callingtoday seems to be associatedwith many words that seem opposed to being professional, such as self-sacrifice, selfdenial, humility,a nd obedience. Calling is often put in opposition to paid work.T oday,itisastance professional nursing wants to distance itself from. Butthere are also tendencies to revive the positive elements contained in the old notion of calling (2014[2000] ,87). Irefer to nursing in this context, as it has its basis in,and is historically so closely tied to,diaconia.
With referencet oL uther,W ingren broadens the concept and makes it relevantregardless of creed. However,Wingren wrote in anotherera, and the concept needs to be upgraded to the 21 st centuryw ith more practical foundations to add specific value to howw er elate to marginality, both as individuals and society. Wingren's work is based on theoretical examples, with as pecific and clear neighbour.T his is useful for discussing and building principles, but in real-life practices it would appear to be inadequate. The'I' and 'the neighbour' tend to simplifyt he concept, which It hink is more complex in lived spaces. AlthoughIprincipally agreew ith Wingren, I supplementand challenge his concepts from the perspective of everydaylife. Some writers (cf. Wyller:2004; 2006; 2008; 2014; Martinsen:2012; 2014 [2000 Nahnfeldt:2006; 2016; Jensen:2003; W yller/Heimbrock:2010) have explored and further developedt he concept of calling. Althoughm anyo ft hem also focus on professions and professionality from the perspective on whois[feels] called, they arenevertheless importantcontributionshere and are elaborated on in the following section. Wingren's understanding of callingisafairly pragmaticone:Everysortof suffering is ac alling, and the callings erves to alertt he otherh uman, provoking action (Wingren:1995 (Wingren: [1974 ,42). Based on thisunderstanding, in this context the premise for diaconia is that everyresponse to the needful other maybeunderstood as achurch service. Wingren points to the parable of the Good Samaritan when discussing calling. He emphasiseshow the Samaritan was in fact not Christian. Diaconia means service, and everyone, even the Samaritan, can and should step up to this service.
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It is obviously of no concern what the server believes, as long as he provides service to his neighbour. Ap iece of bread, accordingt oW ingren, is life-giving to the starving individual regardless of whether it is giveni na versiono ri nl ove (Wingren: 1995 (Wingren: [1974 ,70). In life we are each other's daily bread -that is how Luther expressed the relationship with ourfellowhuman beings (cf. Løgstrup: 2000, 25) . Throughlabourw eare givenour daily bread and livetogether in communities (Martinsen:2014 (Martinsen: [2000 ,95).
Our fellowhuman being makes hersuffering visible to us;what that person needs is not contained in the Bible (Wingren: 1995 [1974 ,57). Understanding and responding to suffering -r ecognising the vulnerability of ourf ellow human being -m ay be understood as hearing the calling.Acalling is a demand life poses on me to takec are of my fellowh uman being,a fundamentallyhuman lawoflovefor my neighbour (Martinsen:2014 (Martinsen: [2000 , 87). Fort he respective action it is also irrelevantw hether this is done by church or by non-Christian groups (Wingren: 1995 (Wingren: [1974 ,71f).
Wingren, in his writings on Luther, thus placest he callingi nt he one common world. This is the view of at heologian, impressedb yh is time. He himself came from afamily of craftsmen (Uggla:2010;Wingren: 1991), and his interest in the lives of people from backgrounds different than mosto fh is fellowstudents and colleagues mayhavehad an impact on his thinking.When he writes of the "other," he mayhavebeen thinking of his ownfamily,friends, and neighbours from his childhood and youth as well as the hardships, injustice, and challenges theye ncounteredi nt heir lives, controlled by the powerful people in the cities (Uggla:2010).
There are several works on Wingrenand his interpretations on Luther (cf. My takeonthe subjectofcallingisalso based on its position in the common world. However,Idoubt whether Wingren's concept is broad enough to 3T he narrativeofthe GoodSamaritan and its meaningfor professional ethics is also elaborately discussed by others, for instance, Theiben:1990; Foss: 2004. embrace substance users or foreignb eggars,n or letting their space be the starting point. Wingren's concept seems to supporthis specific focus on the 'I' and 'the [suffering] neighbour.' In thiscontext, Iwanttoemphasise that who we are in the calling,whethert he caller or the called, is not always obvious. This of course does not mean that Wingren's ideas do not serve us well as a kind of moral compass, but in the light of ever new challenges and 'more other' others, his contribution seems abit inadequate and tooideological for modern everydayl ife. Some contributors recently addedm ore "meat to the bone," adding valuable perspectives from more practice-oriented contexts.
TwoContemporaryContributionsonCalling
[…] is the language and practice of theologyconcerned with the Christian church only -oristhe understanding of the gospel inextricably intertwined with the life worlds and experiences of all human beings? (Gregersen/Uggla/Wyller:2017, 13).
Encounter Calling
The Swedish theologian Cecilia Nahnfeldt introduces the concept of calling in ac ontemporaryc ontext. Continuing the line of thoughtf rom Luther and Wingren, Nahnfeldt starts by saying that the task of all humans is to give life and not to takei t( Nahnfeldt:2 016). Under modernu njust and uneven life circumstances, being called to be fellowhumans to each other and exchange supportfor what each of us needs forms the basis of all human interaction. Love of one's neighbour is thus not merely the exhibition of emotions, understanding,and empathy; rather,itconstitutes afundamental prerequisite for and an abilitytorelate to howweliveinaworld in which we are destined to walk side by side and share each other's pains and burdens as oneu nited humanity (2016, 202) . Nahnfeldte xplorest he possibility of interpretingc alling to includeb oth attentiontothe call of ourfellowhuman andapreparednessfor action that such attentione ntails.She assertsthatt hisi nterpretations houldn ot be associated with positionss upportingc onceptions of obediencea nd submission.R ather, sheexplainsand discussescalling from atheological pointofview, where it is part of alifeview. Rather than beingadivinecommand to an individual, it is part of theoverall picture of humankindand ethics -awayofseizing existence. Nahnfeldta sserts that thec hurchi st heologically nott he only placef or such calling (2016, 64) . Scandinavianc reationt heology,a nd in this case Gustaf Encounter Calling Wingren, prepared theway forsuchanassertion, butNahnfeldt takesitastep furtherbypositioning callingasalife view. Sheopens theconcept up to be more nuancedthansimply'I' and'theneighbour.' This is linked to interpersonality, where onei sp lacedi nc alling relations toward allh uman beings as well as dialogue,w here someonen eeds me andIneed someone.T hisi mplies that calling,according to theLutheraninterpretation, is about interhuman relations, notjustrelations to God. Callingtherefore touchesonthe Lutheran viewofman andviewofsociety (2016, 111) .Here, we also start to seethe stronginfluences from phenomenology inherent in this tradition.
In ourm odern, post-Christian society, the notiono fc allingi ss till very much aliveinour language, althoughthe hegemonyofthe Lutheran church has been challenged (2016, 39) . The notion lives in languagee specially in the relationship to professions. Professions associated with being called, such as teacher or nurse, influence the wholeidea of what it meanstobeanurse or a teacher,even when they do not concur or identify with the notion (Nahnfeldt: 2006; 2016) . She explains that this shows howcertain Christian notions such as callingstill have strong connotations in secular society.
Nahnfeldt positions the humana sasituated body, building on, among others, Simone de Beauvoir (2016, 61ff) . Such av iew of mankind in this perspective denotes aconcrete living individual whorealises herself through her interactions with the world. She goes on to statet hat not only are we situated bodies, we are "situations" (2016, 66) . This meansthat the situation always contains achoice, which results in some sortofaction.Inthe situation lies freedom, untilaparticular choice, and thus an action,iscarried out. The action in turnisthe outcome of the situation. The action manifests the bodyin motion from the action taken, making the human in action "situated." The significance of the body is thus presentinthe process of creating new meaning (2016, 6) . These perspectives on the situated bodyare particularly relevantin this context, and they will be parto ft he further development of the book.
Building on theL utherann otiono fc alling,N ahnfeldt states that therei s supportfor humanity as avalue in itsown,assomething that characterisesthe meaningoflifeand good relations.According to this logic,and in line with what is to be discussed, callingwithininterhumanity provides an understandingasa requestfor attentivenessand attentiontoafellow humaninneed. This makesit more than just work ethics;rather, accordingtoNahnfeldt,itisaholistic view andattitude toward life.W eare sent outineverydaylifewithanethical request: to take responsibility foro ther humans andm eett heir needs. This request challenges us to askwho to listen to andwhattheir needsreallyare (2016, 69) . Nahnfeldt's notion, which will playacentral partinthis context, standsin oppositiontothe traditional "templates" calling to obey and calling to serve, namely, encounter calling (2016, 186 f; 200-203) . 4 The concept is not new,as 4N ahnfeldtu ses the Swedish "Kallelse att möta," which literally means calling to encounter or calling to meet. Iuse "encounter calling." the encounter is apremise for both Wingren and Løgstrup, but she develops it further,concretely giving it alanguageinrelevantcontemporarycontexts. The notion of obedience resonates with the traditional idea of being called, thus obeying and fulfilling God's plan. The notion of service can be interpreted in two ways:T he first is closely linked to obedience, interpreting service as a service to and for God. The second -a nd this is where Wingren's contributionsb elong -i st he calling to service for one's fellowm an. Both terms, callingasobedience and calling as service, however,include and accept perceptions of power on the partofthe called. The called is clearly the active subject in these terms. Ye t, still littleemphasis and reflection is placed on the caller.N one of theme ntails av iew reflecting the world as democracy, with equal human rights or equality. Life is lived in asymmetrical power relations, which must be included in the reflections on the calling.The idea of attending to the needs of one's fellowhuman being and encountering them has avalue in itself: the potential to break norms and to create something new (2016, 202 f) . Nahnfeldt states that encountercalling gives humans both possibilities and challenges, since it placesu si nt he encounter and thus placesu si nt he unexpected aspects of life. Thetermissuggested as onethat protects people's equal values and rights to shape their lives and the societythey livein (2016, 203) .
In her interpretationsofthe calling, and Ihere presume that she emphasises the encounter calling,s he introduces an idea of callinga sm eaning being prepared for disruption ( 2016, 198) .T his idea of disruption is her most importantcontribution in this context. Nahnfeldt explains that,inthe calling, something restrains one or changes the circumstances. Furthermore, she writes that it is about letting oneself be interrupted, enduring seeingordaring to receiveano pening.The righttodisrupt as well as the possibilityofbeing disrupted mean giving space for hope where life for aminute becomesmore whole (2016, 198) .
She writes this in the context of living in line with the Lutheran concept of calling. Basedonthis, Ipresume that in order to liveinattentiveness to our fellowhuman beings, in awillingness to share lived life with them, we also need to be prepared fordisruption, to have the circumstances of ourlives changed. This sounds dramatic, but it needs not call formore than realising that, in any encounter with another human being,one changes -orone must be at least willing to change in order to understand the needs of the other.T his willingness also relates to the idea of being affected that is so central to this book.
Whatsustain asociety, Nahnfelt states, are space,conversation, and actions that embodyo ur good intentions toward each other.S o, the calling flows throughe verything -a ll of everydayl ife -a sapossibilityo fe ncounters. Furthermore, compassion is something that shows. The callingisnot justan audible word, it is a performative acting word (2016, 200, my emphasis) .
In encounter calling,the encounter is the starting point. The encountering Encounter Calling human is prepared to create something new from the encounter (2016, 187) . In this preparedness to create lies the willingness for disruption, change, and affection. According to Nahnfeldt, encounter callingi mplies ac uriosity toward those we encounter,knowing that we do not knowmuchabout those we meet before we ask or payattention.Nor do we knowwhat our role in the encounter is. An encountering human is prepared to dare encountering with the onewho offers help.And she dares to reach outher hand even if the risk of rejection is great (2016, 188) . Nahnfeldt states that the callingisabout howpeople livefor the living (2016, 207) .Inits ultimate abstraction, it is the relationship between an existential address and the response of humans. Nahnfeldts ayst hat meeting another person's needs as well as one's ownhappens when we use the abilityt otake changing action, and the abilityt os howc ompassion.T hese abilities work together to direct one to where compassion is needed. Those are the prerequisites for taking action so that someone's needs are met (2016, 207) .
The concept of encounter callingr eflects that all humans shiftb etween being in need and being the one whor esponds to the needs of the other, according to Nahnfelt. The callingtoencounter is arequest to be attentive and to act. To encounter is also about being ready to let life takenew directions for the sakeo fo thers. To be open to the possibilityt hat onem ay be shaped, influenced, and changed. This, Nahnfeldt states, is somewhat countercultural in contemporarysociety, where independent choice is highly valued and the belief in the abilityt ocontrol things is strong.But encounterdoesnot mean submission. Encounterhappens between humans when no onehas apriority from the beginning (2016, 203) . This idea is open to the socialityofthe calling, in contrast to the traditional reflections on the one-waycalling.
On the encounter Nahnfeldt writes:
To encounter is not something we can choose, it also happens involuntarily.Weclash. We happen to end up together,inthe same place. To encounter means letting eyes see into each other,l etting voices speak. To wait. To not understand. To come into conflict. To become uneasy.T ostayand together attempt to give life. Nottokill. That is howIunderstand encounter calling (2016, 203). 5 Here,the concept is raisedtothe next level, compared to Wingren. She leaves the exemplarysituation of someonecallingtoanother.Inencountercalling, the relations are undetermined. Furthermore, she opens the perspective of callinga ss omething that is not always beautiful, that the encounter is not necessarily harmonious. These aspectsa re also crucial to howIaim at reinterpreting the calling.
5" Attmötas ärinten got som kanväljas, det ärn got som ocks händar ofrivilligt. Vi stöter ihop. Vi r karhamna isamma läge, p samma plats. Attmötas äratt l ta ögonseinivarandra, l ta rostert ala. Attv änta. Atti ntef orts . Attk omma ik onflikt. Attb li urolig.A tt stanna och änd tillsammans försöka ge liv.Intedöda. S först r jag kallelse attmötas." My translation.
She extends it to the contemporaryc ommon world and to the encounter between people and bodies, emphasising the disruption. In encountercalling lies not only the premise for encountering the other,but the chance of being disrupted in one's everyday life by another body,being called outofone's way by somebody in need. Herconcept of encounter callingishence fruitful to this project.
The encounters that occur in the tales are not produced, they are not imagined;t hey are neither self-explanatoryn or predictable. Nahnfeldt's concepts are thus more relatable to thisdiscussion than the more ideological and principalstandpoints of Wingren. However,her work does not occur from inside the encounters or from the spacesw here the encounters takep lace.
'Eye Calling'
The discussion on howt or econstructt he concept of callingd emands one more contribution.T his goes back to the Norwegian Professoro fN ursing ScienceKariMartinsen, whoexplicitly emphasises the significance of space, and phenomenological approaches and reflection.
Whereas Cecilia Nahnfeldt discusses the concept of callingw ithin the framework of SwedishL utheran theology, KariM artinsen discusses it explicitlyinterms of the phenomenologyand philosophyofpractical nursing. In manywaysthe two connect, since Nahnfeldt refers to nursing and implied diaconia as well as embodied interconnectedness, whereas Martinsenleans on Løgstrup, whoalso writes in the Lutheran tradition. Common is their view on callingassomething deeply human, humane, and social. Martinsen, besides the spatial, put greater emphasis on the bodya nd more explicitly on compassion. At the very core of Martinsen's workl ies Løgstrup's ethical demand that younever interactwith anotherhuman without holding parts of that person's life in your hand (Løgstrup: 2000, 37) . Building on Løgstrup, she states that trust is fundamental to the lives of all people, and that it is crucial to takecare of the life that has been placed in ourhands.Itisanacknowledgementofthe 6I nGerman,the wordhere would be barmherzigkeit,likethe barmhjertighet of the Scandinavian languages. Etymologically,the word means taking heart with the suffering.The with is what is found in the English word compassion, abetter choice than, say, mercy or charity, which do not include the relational and social with component 'Eye Calling'
